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Distortion and compression that you can use without
much skill. • 4 non-linear bands for different
distortion types and sounds. • 1 band of simple
compression • 8 distortion types • 1 band of EQ • 2
bands of true bypass • 13 preset modes • More than
600 presets • 3 band graphic display • Ranges from
100Hz to 500Hz • 64-bit and x86 for Windows and
Mac OS X • Multi language support VST Plugin
format: Windows VST Plugin (.VST,.WAV,.AU) and
Mac OS X VST Plugin (.VST,.WAV,.AU) Size:
12.65 MB And more... The full feature list:
16-bit/44.1 kHz.wav files Built-in mixer The whole
distros like: Distortion (none, flanger, phaser, wah,
reverb, chorus, delay, reverb, fx, echo, pitch shifter,
trans, tremolo, vibrato, wah, flanger, phaser, ring
modulator, looper, rotator) Clean (highpass, lowpass,
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bandpass, filter, parametric, eq, amp) Compression
(normal, level) EQ (low cut, high cut) Distortion type:
Tube, Moog, Echoplex, Leslie, Fuzz, Multiband,
Metal, Ring modulator, Retrig, Fuzzwah, Distortion,
Frequency modulator, Tremolo, Vibrato, Volume,
Fullwave rectifier, Pink, and Blend, Pan, Master level
Harmonics: NONE, true, false Modulation:
Modulations, Modulation depth, Nr of modulation
bands, Nr of modulation types, modulations types
(chorus, flanger, rotator, rotator phaser, etc.) Pan:
Panning, fx pan (centre, stereo, front left, front right,
back left, back right) Pedal: Volume, Distortion
(pedal), Pan, LFO frequency, LFO rate, LFO depth,
LFO mod (chorus, flanger, etc.) Phaser: NONE,
phase, phase delay, phase random, time, random,
random pitch, random pulse, random delay, random
duty cycle, random modulation type, random
amplitude, fixed delay, fixed delay ratio, fixed ratio
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01. Light and Clean 02. Vintage Drive 03. Hard
Punch 04. Overdrive 05. Crunch 06. Stompy 07.
Metal 08. Power 09. Dirty Ride 10. Heavy Drive 11.
Overdriven 12. Fat Screamer 13. Crunchy 14. Classic
Screamer 15. Scream 16. Crunchy Dark 17. Screamy
18. Scream & Crush 19. Classic 20. Hard Crunch 21.
Rythmic Stomp 22. Crunchy Dark 23. Scream &
Crush 24. Crunchy 25. Filter 26. Hard Crunch 27.
Pump 28. Crunch 29. Digital Overdrive 30.
Crossover 31. Rythmic Stomp 32. Stomp 33. Crunch
34. Analog Overdrive 35. Crossover 36. Filter 37.
Hard Crunch 38. Pump 39. Crunch 40. Soft
Overdrive 41. Crunchy Dark 42. Crossover 43. Filter
44. Hard Crunch 45. Hard Overdrive 46. Hard
Crunch 47. Soft Overdrive 48. Crossover 49. Filter
50. Hard Crunch 51. Crunch 52. Soft Overdrive 53.
Crossover 54. Filter 55. Hard Crunch 56. Crunch 57.
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Soft Overdrive 58. Crunch 59. Digital Overdrive 60.
Hard Crunch 61. Hard Overdrive 62. Hard Crunch
63. Soft Overdrive 64. Crunch 65. Digi Overdrive 66.
Soft Overdrive 67. Crunchy 68. Soft Overdrive 69.
Vintage 70. Soft Overdrive 71. Crunch 72. Filter 73.
Soft Overdrive 74. Stomp 75. Rythmic Stomp 76.
Filter 77. Soft Overdrive 78. Heavy Drive 79. Analog
Overdrive 80. Stomp 81. Crunch 82. Hard Crunch 83.
Rythmic Stomp 84. Filter 85. Soft Overdrive 86.
Hard Overdrive 87. Heavy Drive 88. Analog
Overdrive 89. Filter 90. Stomp 91. Crunch 92. Soft
Overdrive 93. Heavy Drive 94. Analog Overdrive 95.
Filter 96. Stomp 97. Crunch 98. Soft Overdrive
1d6a3396d6
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A simple to use multi-band VST plugin with vintage
distortions in a usable package! This VST plugin
features up to 13 distortion types, 8 unique presets for
each distortion type, smooth (linear) controls, load
and save presets, download presets from other users
and play with presets using a handy "Add, edit and
remove presets" interface. Predatohm is a simple to
use VST plugin that enables you to add a vintage
distortion or an aggressive blast feel to your songs.
Using this multi-band overdrive you can fine tweak
parameters from each one of its 4 bands. You can
enhance the harmonics of using up to 13 distortion
types and one of the 8 existing presets. Predatohm
Description: A simple to use multi-band VST plugin
with vintage distortions in a usable package! This
VST plugin features up to 13 distortion types, 8
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unique presets for each distortion type, smooth
(linear) controls, load and save presets, download
presets from other users and play with presets using a
handy "Add, edit and remove presets" interface.
Predatohm is a simple to use VST plugin that enables
you to add a vintage distortion or an aggressive blast
feel to your songs. Using this multi-band overdrive
you can fine tweak parameters from each one of its 4
bands. You can enhance the harmonics of using up to
13 distortion types and one of the 8 existing presets.
Predatohm Description: A simple to use multi-band
VST plugin with vintage distortions in a usable
package! This VST plugin features up to 13 distortion
types, 8 unique presets for each distortion type,
smooth (linear) controls, load and save presets,
download presets from other users and play with
presets using a handy "Add, edit and remove presets"
interface. Predatohm is a simple to use VST plugin
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that enables you to add a vintage distortion or an
aggressive blast feel to your songs. Using this multiband overdrive you can fine tweak parameters from
each one of its 4 bands. You can enhance the
harmonics of using up to 13 distortion types and one
of the 8 existing presets. Predatohm Description: A
simple to use multi-band VST plugin with vintage
distortions in a usable package! This VST plugin
features up to 13 distortion types, 8 unique presets for
each distortion type, smooth (linear) controls, load
and save presets, download presets from other users
and play with presets using a handy "Add, edit and
What's New in the?

Predatohm is a simple to use VST plugin that enables
you to add a vintage distortion or an aggressive blast
feel to your songs. Using this multi-band overdrive
you can fine tweak parameters from each one of its 4
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bands. You can enhance the harmonics of using up to
13 distortion types and one of the 8 existing presets.
Predatohm has the following features: Four band per
distortion type and eight preset You can save and load
presets You can download presets You can change
delay mode You can change the presets size You can
change the name of the file Predatohm, is a very cool
plugin with a high versatility. You can use it to create
unique effects and cover more than the basics. Here
are some example of songs that I have used
Predatohm with different types of distortion:
Predatohm in a short time can be a great addition to
your studio toolbox. Music and tools to inspire you:
Metallica, "Hardwired" Lyrics: You are cold and
heartless, The shell of a man, Lost in the rain, All
alone, You are dead, And I won't be Too far away
Too far away Too far away You are dead, And I
won't be Too far away Too far away Too far away
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Metallica - "Hardwired" (6:50) Buy Predatohm from
the One Stop Shop Buy Predatohm from the One
Stop Shop Buy Predatohm from the One Stop Shop
Buy Predatohm from the One Stop Shop Buy
Predatohm from the One Stop Shop Additional
information: Predatohm is a VST plugin available for:
Windows XP, Vista and 7 Supported host programs:
Audacity, WaveLab, Protools VST3.0 or higher
(3.0.0, 4.0.0 or higher) What's New: Version 7.2.0
(build 51) - Sept. 17, 2015 New presets, 32 bit New
presets, 64 bit New presets, 32 bit (ghost) New
presets, 64 bit (ghost) New presets, 32 bit New
presets, 64 bit Fix for Windows 7 Changed the
presets to 32 bit and 64 bit Changed the presets to 32
bit (ghost) and 64 bit (ghost) Bugfix Version 7.1.0
(build 48) - July 16, 2015 New presets, 32 bit New
presets, 64 bit New presets, 32 bit (ghost) New
presets, 64 bit (ghost
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System Requirements:

-OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, and 10 -RAM: 2
GB or more -Processor: 1.7 GHz or more -HDD: 50
MB or more -In case of having problems during the
game, please restart your computer and remove all the
previous data to load the fresh data. -Before using the
online features, please make sure your Internet
connection is activated. -In case you have issues with
the high resolution screen, please make sure your
graphics card supports
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